INTRODUCTION
Passenger car is a wheeled motor vehicle used for transporting passengers, which also carries its own engine or motor. Tailgate is the closing door of luggage compartment. It provides the aesthetic outer appearance to the vehicle as well wind flow aerodynamic surface. Tailgate is single stamped outer panel. It integrates with inner reinforcement panel. To avoid air rushing noise as well metal rubbing noise, protected with sealer application process. Outer edges hemmed by Robot hemming process with 3 pass hemming to ensure sealer fill rate uniformly as well clinch tightness rigidly. in such a way easy to open at the same time, it should not pass external environmental noise inside the passenger compartment and should not leads to any water leak. High closing effort leads to improper locking, user's fatigue. NCT Manuals describes that desired state of tailgate closing effort is 70N maximum [1] . Markus Kevis [2] describes importance of Seals, latch, check link, Hinge design for door closing velocity. Above are mainly depends on Car body dimensional positions. Dariusz Ceglareknd [3] explained methodology and findings of root cause of dimensional variation in automotive body assembly. These activities should be established early in the product development process which will help to contain in pre-production phase. This paper specifically deals on master control definition and its usage. L.M.Sanches Jr [4] shared case study and results of a pre control method that allows for detecting subassemblies variations with low investments using a methodology that search an improvement in quality of automotive body-in-white assemblies joining processes through dimensional control. The dimensional repeatability and reproducibility will gives better result in Seal gap and Margin flushness which are key parameters for tailgate closing effort. F.Keith [5] describes the procedure involved stamping and assembly variation, body measurement system and process validation. It also deals importance of measurement system and is to verify repeatability and reproducibility to estimate accuracy for non-rigid sheet metal parts. Second Important Parameter is Weather strip CLD(Compression Load Deflection). A. Stenti [8] helped to understand structure brone vibration transmission of a highly nonlinear type of a joint a car door weather seal. Joseph Thomas [9] describes on various natural rubber material mechanical properties which may use as weather strip for Door and swing gate or tailgate in passenger cars. Rubber material CLD (compression Load deflection) properties.
II. TAILGATE CLOSING EFFORT
effort. 
III.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
IMCOMING LEVEL SOLE PART DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS.
Child parts are stamped sole panels which are received from supplier. Panel level dimensional inspection will helps to identify assembly level impact which may lead to panel twist when locating the panels one another in fixture. After spot welding process part cannot be corrected to its original position. Since Locating devices on an appropriate location is part of dimensional and fixture integrity outcomes. Body sides outer panel, tail lamp part and lower pillar are rear end assembly sole panels.
1.a. Body sides outer stamping panel
Body sides stamping panel flange length is too short compared to CAD value shown in Fig 3, which has been measured for continuous 3 bodies since to fix the root cause as stamped panel batch production. It has been observed in batch to batch samples tells that die repetitiveness. Iterative Die correction done to increase flange length as per CAD value so that panel pulling will not happen while welding so that flushness at paint band area can be achieved.. Table 1 , hence tail lamp mounting points and bump stopper position and lower pillar deviations are corrected at incoming fixtures.
SUB ASSEMBLY DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Sub-assemblies are denoted that 2 or 3 sole panels spot welded together by locating on assembly fixtures. To validate child part level improvement and actual condition of sub assembly level parts, it is important to study on sub assembly deviation. This will helps to know part level variation or process deviations.
2.a. Body Sides Assembly
Body sides assembly tail lamp mounting surface is checked with PCF and shows RH roof header point deviated in -2mm in Y direction and LH roof header point deviated in +3mm in Y direction which indicates root cause of assembly level deviation. To identify the actual deviation, the same two bodies are measured in CMM. 
c. Tailgate
Tailgate Latch mounting point is important parameter in Tailgate and those points are well within specification as shown in Fig 9. Latch is the Plastic member and the fulcrum in Latch will hit against the striker so that locking will happen. Uneven latching results improper closing and rattle noise. 
FRAMED BODY DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Framed body is final body shell where sub-assemblies like body sides LH, body sides RH, Underbody and roof, are welded together, when it located in framing gripper. As a framed body level Tailgate hinge mounting, sticker mounting, bump stopper resting surface, Back panel flange trend will play the important role for seal gap. Back panel flange is having higher deviation and others are within specification indicated in Fig 11 . 
SEAL GAP AND MARGIN & FLUSHNESS ANALYSIS
Seal gap is the gap between flanges to tailgate resting surface. As per control plan seal gap should meet Cp>1.33 and Cpk>1.33. Seal gap will be measured by LMI gauge. Seal gap inversely proportional to closing effort which means high seal gap gives low effort whereas less seal gap gives more effort to close and open the tailgate. Seal gap has the design limitations. To reduce the closing effort, increasing the seal gap leads to water leak and air leak issue.
Gap and flushness is the outer appearance and wind noise parameters. These will contribute to seal gap tendency also. Tail gate to paint band area, tail gate more under flush leads to less seal gap. As shown in Fig  13, rear end seal gap points meeting the capability with above action. 
WEATHER STRIP ANALYSIS
Weather strip is fitted in vehicle for multiple reasons which are air leak, water leak, wind noise, road noise, closing effort. Graph shown in Fig 15 is Performance curve of weather strip which is fitted in tailgate and framed body flange area as against Seal gap. Desired state of this cure should be flat in Y value at a given seal gap means irrespective of seal gap weather strip CLD should not change. 
IV. CONCLUSION
To reduce Tailgate closing effort, dimensional analysis in BIW level starts with child parts, sub assembly level and framed body is done.
Incoming level Sole part Body sides outer panel flange deviations corrected to bring towards CAD nominal in Paint band area. Tail Lamp part gas stamper mounting sphere deviations are corrected in incoming level.
Body sides roof header point corrections are done to take Y inboard and out board. Gas stamper sphere, bump stopper position are brought to specification. Underbody back panel position and striker mounting positions are corrected.
Framed body level back panel flange is corrected by arresting gap between mylor and panel. Back panel Seal gap brought to nominal by providing special type of tool to straighten the flanges.
Weather strip CLD (Compression Load Deflection) reduced to nominal by adding extra gas out holes in Molding.
With the above actions, BIW dimensional brought to specification at rear end and Weather strip CLD towards nominal correction done and tailgate closing effort is measured for running model. Project outcome helps to bring tailgate closing effort towards desired state as shown in 
